S51 construction (process chart)

Self-lay provider's responsibility

1. Signed agreement received

2. SW design progress expressed as a set of works (site specific & reinforcement)

3. Pre-start meeting

4. notification of start of works (Form SLPT 3)

5. Audit Water Main(s) construction

6. Existing site

7. New Site

8. Request water for testing and source of water (Form SLPT 3)

9. Source of Water application received

10. Programme connected solution SLP

11. Source of water for testing provided

12. Notify SW (Form SLF G7)

13. Carry out pressure test and mains disinfection per SW self-lay process

14. Audit pressure test and mains disinfection

15. Submit SLF H1 Part 1

16. SW feedback if required

Southern Water's responsibility

1. Signed agreement received

2. SW design progress expressed as a set of works (site specific & reinforcement)

3. Pre-start meeting

4. notification of start of works (Form SLPT 3)

5. Audit Water Main(s) construction

6. Existing site

7. New Site

8. Request water for testing and source of water (Form SLPT 3)

9. Source of Water application received

10. Programme connected solution SLP

11. Source of water for testing provided

12. Notify SW (Form SLF G7)

13. Carry out pressure test and mains disinfection per SW self-lay process

14. Audit pressure test and mains disinfection

15. Submit SLF H1 Part 1

16. SW feedback if required

Service standard
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3. Pre-start meeting
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7. New Site
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Southern Water's responsibility

1. Signed agreement received

2. SW design progress expressed as a set of works (site specific & reinforcement)

3. Pre-start meeting

4. notification of start of works (Form SLPT 3)

5. Audit Water Main(s) construction

6. Existing site

7. New Site

8. Request water for testing and source of water (Form SLPT 3)

9. Source of Water application received
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16. SW feedback if required

Service standard

SL8

28 Days
Remedial action non-compliant information

Re-submit SLF Part 1

Site mains approved for connection

Site mains approved for connection (no outstanding defects)

 Proceed to routine mains connection process

Connection by SLF complete

Program and undertake subject to risk/complexity

Debt liability phase begins

Mains connection complete

Connection by SW non amenable

Mains connected complete

SL9 14 Days

7 Days